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In memory of Paul
        (January, 2008)

My son
I stand by your grave
Flowers dancing in my hands
As falling leaves vertically whirl
Breaking branches vigorously shake 
Wailing sisters tremble as their torsos franti-
cally gyrate
You wrote a poem on my face
And tears…
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About my poems

  If poems have wings
My poems will fly
If poems have eyes
My poems will see
If poems have ears
My poems will hear
If poems have brains
My poems will reason
If poems have legs
My poems will walk
If poems have mouths
My poems will talk
If poems are vehicles
Surely, my poems are licensed
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An Evening Tale
The moon sat one evening
Glad to see the dying sun
Bit by bit darkness came
Creeping up to greet me
It rolled; rolled and rolled
Round and round; finally
By the window sat
I saw a bright horse
Between two hills of home
Riding on words, floating freely
Their finery fell on my nose
And upon it I sat
This I thought would be best
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     My father 
Before my lips knew
How to bark 
My father left 
My mother and came 
My step father who left 
My mother and came 
Her friend who crept in at night 
And flew away at dawn 
He, too, disappeared 
Like smoke into thin air 
…then my father returned  
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Abyss of silence 
As the voiceless voice breaks the quietness 
In my silent heart in the abyss of silence 
This October heat rupturing thus 
The whirlwind in the corridors rolling 
Warm air in the halls rotating anticlockwise 
Window panes cracking mysteriously 
Lecture theatres yawning 
Moment by moment like killing a hang-over 
You slowly creep, slowly creep 
Like a frail pregnant teenager 
Climbing a hill to abort 
You stop, everything stops 
You stop when time ticks and ticks 
Continuing you slowly creep 
And you choose to masquerade as a child 
Frustrated, angry as slow as snail 
You creep, you do not mind 
Your future is clear like water 
You slowly creep, you have more time 
Do it. Feast on the cake of pride 
Surely you cannot eat your cake and have it
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Our thunder
When our thunder fails 
To thunder...and begins to strike
For goodness sake run 
Our thunder strikes
With his iron teeth 
Our thunder grabs 
He is a chameleon 
His wild eye pounces like an eagle 
His iron fist punches like a hammer 
And pulls down even the tallest trees
His oversized boot does the job
So when our thunder strikes
Near you 
Beware!
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The lonely path
  I walk on a lonely path
As specks of dust dance
Ridiculously in a mighty whirlwind
I walk on a lonely path
As neighbors laugh laps
Like water waves on a fall
I walk on a lonely path
As trees salute in a sorrowful state
Like a family welcoming back a very sick son
I walk on a lonely path
As hounds howl in the silent woods
Wise words to the deaf, of course
I walk on a lonely path
Thinking without company
I would build my nation
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Grand pa is gone 
Sisi
Grandpa is gone
It’s not about how we
Turn and stare at his coffin
Nor how we
Sniff our nose in the air
Nor how we
Stretch our long necks
And fill buckets with bloody tears
He’s gone for good
What about his dog, his sheep, his gwati?
Will peace descend upon us? 
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Bloodsuckers comprise evocative and inspiring verses 
about the beauty of life, the gift to live freely and meet 

creatures boggled with diverse degrees of agony, the ability 
to travel and see the rich as well as the poor travelling on 

parallel paths of life. The aptitude to see multitudes running 
a race, but only one person receiving the prize. Rising and 

falling in times of reckoning.
The selection of verses in this book captures the charm and 
truthfulness of an African way of life; through the valleys 

and hills, realities and unexplained portions of fantasy, 
exploring copy-cat lifestyles and head-on collisions with 

philosophies that are manipulative and dishonest. 

William Khalipwina Mpina
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